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Definitions and concepts
• The first international migration of humans are 

believed to have occurred about 60,000 years ago

• International migration is a geographical movement 
involving a change in residence that crosses the 
boundaries of two or more countries

• International migration has both positive and 
negative impacts upon the areas of origin and 
destination
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Immigration and emigration
• Immigration refers to the movement of people 

to a new country for the purpose of establishing 
permanent residence
– An immigrant is a person who crosses an 

international boundary with the intention to live 
permanently in a new country

• Emigration refers to the permanent departure of 
people from a country
– An emigrant is a person who moves away from a 

country with the intention of establishing a permanent 
residence elsewhere
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• In every international migration, a migrant is 
simultaneously an immigrant and an emigrant

• Long-term immigration
– The residence establishment in the destination 

country is usually at least one year
– Long-term immigrants comprised around 3.2% of 

the world’s population in 2013
• In recent decades, the number of long-term 

immigrants has increased dramatically
– 75 million in 1964
– 120 million in 1990
– 190 million in 2006
– 232 million in 2013
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Long-term immigration



• Remigration refers to the return of 
international migrants back to their countries 
of origin

• A remigrant is an international migrant who 
returns back to re-establish permanent 
residence in his/her original country of 
residence
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Remigration: return migration



• Tourists and visitors are different from 
international migrants

• Their visits to another country is usually short-
term

• Their visits do not involve establishing 
permanent residence in the destination 
country
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Tourists



• A refugee/asylee is someone who involuntarily emigrates 
from his/her native country to a (often neighboring) new 
country due to persecution, violence, or deprivation

• A migrant from a former colony is someone who moves 
from a decolonized country to its former imperial country 
seeking better living conditions

• An economic migrant is someone who voluntarily moves 
to live in a destination country for economic reasons

• An “ethnic privileged” migrant is someone, who is a 
descendent of a nation’s ethnic core group, living outside of 
the mother-country for generations
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Four broad immigrant groups



Definition of “generations”
• 1st generation: foreign-born population (immigrants)
• 1.5 generation: distinction for those who came as children

– Researchers often lump together children who arrived up to 
age 12 as the 1.5 generation

– Or they disaggregate in the following groups
• 1.25 generation: those who came from ages 13–18
• 1.5 generation: those who came from ages of 6–12
• 1.75 generation: those who came from infancy to age 5

• 2nd generation: U.S.-born (native-born) children of 
immigrants

• 3rd generation: grandchildren of immigrants

9Sources: Portes, Rumbaut (2001, 2006); Waters (2014); Waters, Pineau (2015).



Massey’s laws of
international migration

• Immigration is a lot easier to start than it is to stop
• Actions taken to restrict immigration often have the 

opposite effect
• The fundamental causes of immigration may be outside 

the control of policymakers
• Immigrants understand immigration better than politicians 

and academicians
• Because they understand immigration better than 

policymakers, immigrants are often able to circumvent 
policies aimed at stopping them
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Development and migration
• Structuralism (neo-Marxist, center-periphery) 

criticizes functionalist theory (neo-classical, 
push-pull)
– Functionalist assumes socioeconomic forces tend 

towards equilibrium through migration

– Structuralism sees a general pattern of disruptions, 
dislocations, and migrations intrinsic to capitalism

• However, they share these assumptions
– More development leads to less emigration

– Higher development differences across areas (spatial 
disequilibrium) leads to more migration
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Migration transition theory
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Source: de Haas (2010).



Capabilities and aspirations
• Migration theory should include structural 

constraints and independent choices (agency)
• We can incorporate notions of structure and 

agency in migration theory by conceptualizing 
migration at the micro-level as a function of...
– Migration capabilities: individuals mobilize human, 

social, and material capital in order to migrate
– Migration aspirations for personal, social, economic, 

and political opportunities, which vary for different 
people, based on their education, information, and 
social networks
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Hypothesized effect of
human development on migration

capabilities and aspirations
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Source: de Haas (2010).
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In 2013, more than 50% of the international migrants
in the world resided in just 10 countries (in millions)



Major origins and destinations of
international migrants, 2010–2015
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Percent that is foreign (stock), 
2013
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Patterns of
world immigration over time

• The first modern humans began in sub-
Saharan Africa about 195,000 years ago

• By 35,000 years ago, humans were found at 
opposite ends of Eurasia, from France to 
Southeast Asia and even Australia

• How modern humans went about colonizing 
“these and other drastically different 
environments during the intervening 160,000 
years is one of the greatest untold stories in 
the history of humankind” (Goebel, 2007)
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First international migration

• About 50,000 to 60,000 years ago, humans 
began to migrate out of Africa, first to southern 
Asia, China, Java, and later to Europe

• Then, they began migrating to the Americas 
around 14,000 years ago

• Movements were often through land areas 
and short sea routes
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Migration by army invasion

• After first migrants, population flows to a new 
territory were usually preceded by an invasion 
of armies

• An example could be found in the raiding 
activities by the Scandinavian pirates (the 
Norse or Vikings) in England, Ireland, and 
France between 800 and 1066 AD
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• International migrations/invasions could also 
involve the enslavement and forced 
migration of the defeated peoples to the land 
of the conquerors

• For example, during the 5th century BC, living 
in Athens were about 75,000 to 150,000 
slaves from both Africa and Asia
– They represented about 25% to 35% of Athens’ 

population
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Forced migration



• After the 14th century, international 
migrations/invasions became transoceanic

• Territorial exploration led by large naval 
expeditions played a role in the dynamics of 
human migration to other parts of the 
unknown world

• European emigrants as a share of the world 
population
– 3% in 1750
– 16% in 1930
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Transoceanic migrations



• The largest period of European overseas 
migration occurred between 1840 and 1930
– 52 million people emigrating primarily to North 

America

• Intercontinental migration from Asia before 
World War II was smaller in scale
– Asian Indians emigrated to British Guiana, East 

Africa, Fiji, Mauritius, and Trinidad
– Japanese and Filipino migrants moved to Hawaii
– Japanese to Brazil
– Chinese to the United States
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Intercontinental migration



• The largest intercontinental slave migration in 
recorded human history occurred between 1650 and 
the 1800s
– Around 9.6 million (11 million if we count those who died 

during the sea voyages) enslaved Africans were brought to 
the New World involuntarily

• World consequences of these large migrations
– Geographic redistribution of the global population
– Pressures of the population on land and resources in the Old 

World were relieved
– Birth and death rates were delayed in European countries 

with large emigration, while birth rates were high in the 
destination countries in Americas
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Slave migration



• The geographic distribution of races has also 
changed dramatically

• By 1930
– About 1/3 of all whites no longer lived in Europe
– More than 1/5 of all blacks no longer lived in Africa

• Since the 1930s, there have been several 
major international migration movements
– Most migrants being refugees and asylum seekers
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Geographic distribution



• Large numbers of Jews and political refugees fled 
Germany

• 20 million Eastern and Central Europeans were 
uprooted from their homelands between Adolf 
Hitler’s rise to power in the 1930s and the end of 
World War II

• When WWII ended, about 3 million Japanese 
were returned by decree to Japan from other 
Asian nations
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World War II



• After the partitioning of India in 1947 into India 
and Pakistan

• More than 7 million Muslims fled from India to 
Pakistan

• A comparable number of Hindus moved from 
Pakistan to India

• In 1948, thousands of Palestinians were displaced 
from the territory that is now Israel
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Other migrations in the 1940s



• In the 1970s, millions of Southeast Asians 
were uprooted owing to political and economic 
upheavals
– This resulted in one of the largest and most tragic 

refugee migrations in history

– Ten million refugees migrated from what had been 
East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) to northern India 
in 1971

– Subsequently, millions of Asians escaped from 
Cambodia, Vietnam, and Laos into Thailand and 
elsewhere
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Southeast Asian



• The 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan 
generated massive numbers of refugees

• About 6.5 million Afghan refugees between 
1988 and 1991

• Another 5 million from the early 1990s to 2000 
fleeing Afghanistan

• By the early 2000s, about one in four Afghans 
were refugees
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Afghanistan



• The modern refugee era began at the end of 
the Cold War around 1991

• Many developing countries were still engaged 
in violent conflicts after losing support from 
their superpower backers

• Around 2001, there were 3.6 million Afghans 
found in Pakistan and Iran

• In 2003, several million refugees fled Iraq due 
to the invasion by the United States
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Modern refugee era



• The United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) estimated there were 
46.3 million refugees in the world in 2014

• Syria, Afghanistan, Somalia, Sudan, and 
South Sudan sent out the largest numbers of 
refugees

• Pakistan, Lebanon, Iran, Turkey, and Jordan 
are the countries receiving the largest 
numbers
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Immigration to the United States
• Around 98.5% of U.S. residents are either 

immigrants or descendants of immigrants
– In 2010, about 1.5% (4.2 million) did not self-identify as 

immigrants or descendants of immigrants
– American Indians, Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians

• Immigrants of other countries are mostly migrant 
workers and rarely become citizens
– United Arab Emirates: 84% foreign born, migrants have 

restrictive rights, seldom become permanent immigrants

• U.S. receives most immigrants of all the countries 
in the world: 46 million
– 14% of U.S. population: this fraction is smaller than 

other countries: UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
34



• “Exceptional America” (Seymour Martin Lipset)

– International migrants are positively self-selected

– They are usually more highly (economically) 

motivated than the average population of their 

origin countries

• Legal and undocumented international 

migrants to the U.S. are less likely to commit 

serious crimes and to be imprisoned, 

compared to the native U.S.-born population

– Yet, immigrants have been perceived as “threats” in 

political and public discourse
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Immigration to the United States
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Migration flow, 2003–2012
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Migration stock, 2012
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Immigration: Shaping and reshaping America
(Martin, Midgley 2006, 2010)

• Millions of foreigners enter the United States each day

• 14.5 million immigrants were accepted as permanent 
legal U.S. residents between 1990–2005

– An average of almost a million a year

• The recent waves of immigrants have brought greater 
diversity to the U.S. population

– Europe was the source of most immigrants throughout our history

– Most immigrants now come from Latin America and Asia

• Illegal immigration began rising in the 1970s
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Source: Martin, Midgley 2006.
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Origins of immigrant to the U.S.
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Source: Waters, Pineau 2016.
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Source: Martin, Midgley 2010.
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Source: Martin, Midgley 2006. 44
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Immigration and U.S. population
• Immigration has a major effect on the size, 

distribution, and composition of the U.S. population

• Fertility and mortality are relatively low in the United 
States

• Immigration’s role in the growth of the population has 
increased

• Immigration contributed at least a third to the total 
population increase between 1990 and 2000

• The number of foreign-born U.S. residents rose from 
almost 20 million to over 31 million
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Projections
(Waters, Pineau 2016)

• Census Bureau projections point to continuing increases 
in foreign-born population in the next decades
– By 2060, the foreign-born proportion will reach nearly 20% of the 

population

• Non-Hispanic whites will have fallen to less than 50% of 
the population (majority-minority)
– Most immigrants are from Latin America and Asia

• An estimated 11 million persons (about 25% of the current 
foreign-born total) are undocumented
– Annual deportations from this group have approached or 

exceeded 400,000
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Source: Martin, Midgley 2010. 51



Immigrant integration
(Waters, Pineau 2016)

• Many migrants from Mexico and Central America enter the 
U.S. with low educational levels and little English proficiency
– Children of migrants are seen to have converged substantially to native-

born averages in a broad array of domains
– Education, earnings, occupation, poverty, residential integration, 

language

• However, integration also produced declines in well-being
– Health, crime, family stability

• Integration with native-born non-Hispanic whites is
– Fastest for Asian immigrants
– Slower for Latino immigrants
– Slowest for black immigrants
– Especially difficult for undocumented individuals
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What’s driving Mexico-US migration?
(Massey, Espinosa 1997)

• Models estimated the effects of 41 variables and 
explored the validity of five theories of 
international migration

• Three fundamental forces are at work in 
promoting Mexican migration to the United 
States
– Social capital formation
– Human capital formation

– Market consolidation
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Social capital formation
(Massey, Espinosa 1997)

• Social capital is generally the most powerful 
factor predicting the odds of initial, repeat, and 
return migration

• People who are related to U.S. migrants are 
themselves more likely to migrate

• Each act of migration creates additional social 
capital capable of instigating and sustaining 
more migration

• About half of adult Mexicans are related to 
someone living in the United States (Camp 1993)
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Human capital formation
(Massey, Espinosa 1997)

• For undocumented migrants, the most important element 
of human capital is migration experience itself
– Crossing the border, living in the U.S., working in the U.S. labor 

market, negotiating U.S. housing markets
– The more U.S. experience a migrant accumulates, the higher 

her/his likelihood of migrating again
• This process intersects with social capital formation

– Migration experience makes a person more valuable as a 
resource for gaining entry to the U.S. and finding a job

– The more experience a person has, the more likely her/his 
friends and relatives are to begin migrating and to continue 
migrating themselves

• One-third of all Mexicans have been to the U.S. at some 
point in their lives (Camp 1993)
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Market consolidation
(Massey, Espinosa 1997)

• Over the past two decades, the economics of 
Mexico and the U.S. have become increasingly 
connected to each other and to the global capitalist 
economy

• Rural Mexico: displacement of manual workers, 
concentration of land, mechanization of production

• Urban Mexico: ending of import substitution 
industrialization has brought about important 
economic transformations that have displaced 
workers from enterprises and public bureaucracies
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Development and migration
(Massey, Espinosa 1997)

• Growing economic insecurity coupled with a strong 
desire to participate in the new political economy
– Stimulated Mexican households to search for ways to self 

insure against threats to family income and to gain access 
to scarce capital

• Given ready access to human and social capital 
connecting them to the U.S.
– Household heads and other family members migrate 

internationally as part of a conscious strategy of risk 
diversification and capital accumulation

• Economic development goes hand in hand with 
international migration
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61Source: Massey, Espinosa 1997, p.945–946.

Definition of variables
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Definition of variables



63Source: Massey, Espinosa 1997, p.945–946.

Definition of variables



64Source: Massey, Espinosa 1997, p.945–946.

Definition of variables



65Note: Non-migrant as reference. Source: Massey, Espinosa 1997, p.960.
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67Note: Non-migrant as reference. Source: Massey, Espinosa 1997, p.971–972.
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70Note: Non-migrant as reference. Source: Massey, Espinosa 1997, p.979–980.
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72Note: Non-migrant as reference. Source: Massey, Espinosa 1997, p.979–980.
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Immigration policies in the U.S.
• The importance of international migration to 

current and future policy challenges faced by the 
United States can hardly be overstated

• Migrants have been and will continue to be the 
primary driver of U.S. population growth 
throughout the 21st century

• They are shaping critical policy questions 
pertaining to the changing demographic 
landscape of the urban future as well as the 
overall population challenge of achieving an 
equitable society
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Immigration generates questions
• The U.S. has always celebrated its immigrant heritage
• However, Americans have always worried about 

economic, political, and cultural changes caused by 
immigration

• Immigration brings many changes that raise fundamental 
questions for Americans
– Who are we?
– What kind of a society have we built?
– Whom shall we welcome to it?
– What should we do to encourage the integration of newcomers?
– How should we deal with those who arrive uninvited?
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Advocates of reducing immigration
• Immigration adds to population growth and 

environmental problems
• Immigrants can depress the wages and working 

conditions of U.S. workers
• Immigration can reduce the incentives for U.S. 

businesses to modernize
• “Too many” Spanish-speaking immigrants can 

hold back the integration of immigrants and 
undermine American values
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Policies and society
• Immigration policy affects, and is affected by, 

many aspects of society, both within the United 
States, as well as across other countries

• E.g. economic growth, labor markets, 
demographics, health, education, criminal 
justice, national security, border security (Massey, 
Durand, Pren 2016)
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U.S. immigration policies
(Martin, Midgley 2006, 2010)

• Laissez-Faire, 1780–1875

• Qualitative Restrictions, 1875–1920

• Quantitative Restrictions, since 1921
– Several changes to immigration law after 1980
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U.S. immigration policies
(Martin, Midgley 2006, 2010)

• Laissez-Faire, 1780–1875
– Federal, state, and local governments, private employers, 

shipping companies and railroads, and churches promoted 
immigration to the United States

• Qualitative Restrictions, 1875–1920
– Congress barred the entry of convicts and prostitutes in 1875

– Immigration Act of 1882 for the first time prohibited immigration 
from China, which continued for most of the next 60 years

– Immigrants from eastern and southern Europe aroused fear and 
hostility among Protestants and rural Americans

– Laws instituted literacy tests beginning in 1897
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U.S. immigration policies
(Martin, Midgley 2006, 2010)

• Quantitative Restrictions, since 1921

– In 1921, Congress imposed the first quantitative 

restrictions on immigration, limiting arrivals of the 

foreign-born persons of each nationality present in the 

U.S.

– Quotas were applied only to the Eastern Hemisphere

– In the 1960s, the civil rights movement highlighted 

government discrimination against nonwhites, which 

affected policies

– Quantitative restrictions were placed on immigration 

from the Western Hemisphere
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Immigration reforms, 1980–1990
(Martin, Midgley 2006, 2010)

• 1980: U.S. adopted UN definition of refugee
– Person outside her or his country of citizenship and unwilling to return 

because of a well-founded fear of persecution due to the person’s race, 
religion, nationality, membership in a social group, or political opinion

• 1986: Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA)
– Bargain between those who wanted to prevent more illegal migration

– And those who wanted to legalize the status of illegal foreigners who 
had put down roots in the U.S.

• 1990: Congress enacted the Immigration Act (IMMACT)
– Due to economic boom, more than doubled the number of immigrant 

visas available for foreigners requested by U.S. employers

– Set the annual ceiling of 675,000 immigrants a year 
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Major laws in 1996
(Martin, Midgley 2006, 2010)

• Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act 

(ATEDPA)

– It made easier to detain immigrants convicted of U.S. crimes without bail 

and to deport them after they had served their sentences

• Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 

Reconciliation Act (PRWORA)

– It made most legal immigrants ineligible for federal welfare benefits

• Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility 

Act (IIRIRA)

– It included measures to reduce illegal migration (e.g., border patrol)

– It introduced a system by which employers could check whether newly 

hired workers were legally authorized to work in the U.S.

– U.S. sponsors were required to have an income at least 125% the 

poverty line
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State-level policies
• In recent decades, the lack of a comprehensive 

federal immigration reform has resulted in the 
implementation of state policies
– Restrict access to employment, education, housing, 

health care, and other services to unauthorized 
immigrants

– But also other policies that have removed immigration 
status as a criterion for accessing certain benefits 
(e.g., in-state tuition, state driver’s license, publicly 
subsidized health insurance) (Karoly and Perez-Arce 2016)
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Source: Martin, Midgley 2010.
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Policies not based on evidence
(Massey, Pren 2012)

• Even when policies respond to changes in 
immigration, they are usually not based on 
understanding the driving forces of international 
migration

• These policies are usually shaped by economic 
circumstances, political ideologies, and symbolic 
significance of immigrants presented by the 
media, politicians, and legislators
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Policies shaped immigration
(Massey, Pren 2012)

• Bracero Program
– Temporary labor program that admitted short-term 

foreign workers in the country. Created in 1942. 
Expanded in 2nd half of 1950s. Terminated in 1968.

• Illegal immigration increased after this period, 
not because of an unexpected surge in Mexican 
migration

• The end of this labor program and limitations on 
the number of available permanent resident 
visas made it impossible to accommodate the 
previously established inflows of migrants
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Mexican immigration to the U.S.

88Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.4.



Response to illegal migration
(Massey, Pren 2012)

• Increase in illegal migration until late 1970s 
shaped policy responses in the following years

• Politicians and political activists framed the 
Latino immigration as a threat to the country
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Media & Mexican immigration

90Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.7.



Immigration legislation
(Massey, Pren 2012)

• This process resulted on restrictionist
immigration legislation and more rigorous 
enforcement policies

• The militarization of the border began in 1986 
with the Immigration Reform and Control Act 
(IRCA)

• It increased by 50% the enforcement budget of 
the Immigration and Naturalization Service

• Other policies increased border enforcement in 
the following decades...
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93Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.11.



Apprehensions & illegal entries

94Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.12.



Apprehensions & border patrol

95Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.13.

(0.820*0.873*0.935*0.936 + 0.820*0.377*0.029*0.936 + 
0.336*0.402*0.029*0.936 + 0.336*0.181*0.935*0.936)

(0.905*0.937)



Border enforcement

96Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.14.



Deportations

97Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.15.



Deportations & internal control

98Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.16.



Mexicans admitted out of quota

99Source: Massey, Pren 2012, p.21.



Increase in border enforcement
• Surge in border enforcement after 1986 (Massey 2015; 

Massey, Durand, Pren 2016)

– Massive policy intervention
– Undertaken for domestic political purposes
– Not based on analysis of forces driving migration

• Politicians, pundits, and bureaucrats continue to 
call for more border enforcement
– However, since 2008, net undocumented migration 

has been zero or negative
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The contradictory U.S. policy
(Massey 2015, Massey, Durand, Pren 2016)

• Restrictions on work permits turn legal migrants 
into unauthorized migrants
– However, family preference systems prevail, which 

encourage non-workers to migrate
• Increasing border controls affected the behavior 

of unauthorized migration from Mexico
– Border enforcement discourages circularity
– Undocumented immigrants are encouraged to stay
– From a circular flow of male workers going to three 

states (CA, TX, IL)
– To 11 million people living in settled families 

throughout the nation
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Border security and immigration
(Massey 2015, Massey, Durand, Pren 2016)

• Increasingly stringent border controls affected 
the behavior of unauthorized migrants from 
Mexico

• Transformed migration from a largely circular 
flow of male workers primarily going to three 
states (California, Texas, and Illinois)

• Into a population of 11 million people living in 
settled families throughout the nation
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Theories and outcomes
• Previous studies have used several theoretical 

frameworks and independent variables to 
estimate the level of migration, mainly using data 
from the Mexican Migration Project (MMP)

(Massey, Denton 1993, Massey et al. 1994, Massey, Espinosa 1997, Massey 1999, Massey, Durand, 
Pren 2014, 2015, 2016, Massey, Gentsch 2014, Massey 2015)
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106Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1566–1567.
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Border Patrol budget
• The main predictor was the Border Patrol budget

• Compiled from the records of the U.S. 
Immigration and Naturalization Service and DHS

• Used as the indicator of the intensity of border 
enforcement (Massey, Durand et al. 2016)
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Border Patrol budget in millions

109Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1567.



Log of Border Patrol budget

• Border Patrol budget has increased 

exponentially after 1986

– It is characterized by nonlinearity and a highly skewed 

distribution

– It would generate problems of heteroscedasticity: 

non-explained portion of the model (residuals) would 

not have a random, homogenous distribution

• Use the natural log of Border Patrol budget

– Linear trend across time

– Normalizes the distribution

– Improves the fit in six of eight models
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Reverse causality
(Angelucci 2012, Massey, Durand, Pren 2016)

• Using Border Patrol budget presents a potential 
issue of endogeneity bias (reverse causality)
– Border enforcement and undocumented migration 

may simultaneously be caused by a common 
underlying factor

– Volume of undocumented migration might influence 
the intensity of border enforcement
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Instrumental variable
(Angelucci 2012, Massey, Durand, Pren 2016)

• Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) budget: 
instrument to predict Border Patrol budget

– The DEA and Border Patrol budgets both rise over 
time in similar fashion, but for different reasons

• Growth of the DEA is rooted in the politics of the war on 
crime and drugs

• Growth of the Border Patrol’s budget is grounded in 
manufactured hysteria over the “alien invasion” and the 
ensuing “war on immigrants”

– Independence of the two “wars” is indicated by their 
separate legislative histories
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Steps of estimation
• Regressed the log of the Border Patrol budget 

on the DEA budget
R2 = 0.97

ln(Border Patrol budget) = 5.435 + 0.001037*(DEA budget)

• This equation was used to generate an 
instrumental version of the logged Border Patrol 
budget variable
– This predicted value of Border Patrol budget was 

employed in all analyses to estimate the causal effect 
of U.S. border enforcement on migratory outcomes
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Series of migratory outcomes
(Massey, Durand, Pren 2016)

• Whether undocumented migrants crossed at a 
traditional location

• Whether crossed the border with a coyote
• Cost of crossing the border with a coyote
• Whether migrants were apprehended
• Probability of ultimately achieving a successful 

entry
• Risk of death during crossing
• Likelihood of returning home once entry has 

been achieved
114



115Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1574–1575.



116Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1574–1575.



Traditional crossing

117Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1572.



Used a coyote

118Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1576.



Crossing cost

119Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1577.



Apprehended and eventual entry

120Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1578.



Number of deaths

121Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1580.



First undocumented migration

122Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1582.



123Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1584–1585.



124Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1584–1585.



Return after undocumented trip

125Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1587.



Undocumented migrants

126Source: Massey, Durand, Pren 2016, p.1593.





Public attitudes toward immigration
• Public attitudes/perceptions toward immigration and 

questions about the social and economic impacts of 
immigrants are linked

• The fortunes of immigrants, and their effects on the 
economy, political system, schools, and society 
shape public opinion on additional immigration

• Discourse typically links undocumented immigrants 
to terrorism
– Terrorist attacks have not been committed by illegal 

immigrants
128



Immigrants and terrorism
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Source: Scott Savitz (RAND presentation, 2016).



Policies should consider attitudes

• Successful immigration policies need to address 
political issues and public attitudes/perceptions
– Not only humanitarian and economic interests

• Full consideration of this complex issue requires
– Understanding of changes in immigration landscape 

over time
– Comprehensive immigration reform
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Polarized policy debate
• Present discussions focus on unauthorized immigrants 

and range from deporting all such persons and building a 
wall along the southern border of the United States to 
granting full amnesty to those without criminal records

• Policy proposals regarding legal immigration include 
opening doors for all visa applicants, implementing a 
labor market driven points-based system as in Canada 
or, alternatively, implementing more restrictive country-
based policies

• Although a polarized immigration debate makes for 
interesting political debates, sustainable policy solutions 
must address comprehensive impacts of immigration, 
taking diverse societal priorities and needs into account
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Policy scenarios
• Develop policy simulations to inform policymakers on 

the impacts of various incremental immigration policy 
options, as well as comprehensive immigration reform
– Review of immigration research to pinpoint which factors 

influence immigration, potential outcomes of specific policies, 
and which policy issues should be included in the scenarios

– Craft a conceptual model to illustrate the causal links between 
policies and outcomes

• How various factors affect immigration flow and, in turn, how immigration 
stock and flow can affect a range of different sectors (e.g., border security, 
education, health, employment, or labor)

– Provide a set of policy simulations (agent-based models)
• Varying immigration policy options to model how changes in one policy area 

could reverberate in distinct ways across multiple sectors: age distribution of 
the U.S. population, education systems, health services, labor markets, 
inequality, border security, national security, and the criminal justice system
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Model international migration to the U.S.
First set of regressions

Individual
variables

- Age
- Sex
- Race/ethnicity
- Education
- Marital status
- Labor force status

Likelihood
of migration

Differentials between areas
of destination and origin

- Labor, health, educational, demographic, 
crime indicators

Contextual variables
- Border patrol budget
- Immigration policies
- Residence/work visas Discrete event

micro-simulation (DES)
models

- Coefficients are selected within range
- Verify which parameters are useful
- Run models multiple times

Data
- Mexican Migration Project
- Mexican Family Life Survey
- Other secondary data sources

Calibration

Data
- Demographic Census
- American Community Survey

Second set of regressions
Conditional on being a migrant

Destination
of migrants

Gravity models
- Distance between areas
- Populations of areas of 
destination and origin

Individual
and contextual

variables

Calibration
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Economic effects of immigration

135

• Immigration raises concerns that native workers might 
experience negative impacts on earnings and employment
– Mainly those with lower levels of education
– These natives might experience an increasing competition for low-

paying jobs with immigrants and refugees

• Does an increase in labor supply, due to immigration, have 
negative effects on labor outcomes of competing low-skilled 
native workers?
– There are no definitive answers, because numerous and 

concurrent effects are related to economic outcomes
(Waters, Pineau 2015)



Different results
• Immigration reduces the wage and labor supply of 

competing native workers (Borjas 2003, 2016)

– Wages of natives decreased by almost 4% when there was a 10% 
increase in the labor supply of immigrants

• Immigration had a small effect on the wages of native 
workers with no high school degree between 1990 and 
2006 (Ottaviano, Peri 2012)

– Immigration had a small positive effect on average native wages
– But had a substantial negative effect on wages of previous 

immigrants in the long run
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Different approaches
(Card 2012)

• Assumption about capital
– If fixed: negative effects of immigration on labor outcomes
– If adjusted in the long run: effect of immigration is approximately zero

• Education groups
– If four groups (dropouts, high school, some college, college)

• Immigrant dropouts lower relative wages of native dropouts
– If two groups (high-school equivalents, college equivalents)

• Earnings have been largely unaffected by immigration

• Immigrants and natives with low levels of education
– If equal competition is assumed: negative effects on wages
– If natives having advantages is assumed (e.g. language proficiency, 

broader social networks): positive effects on outcomes of natives
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Source: Martin, Midgley 2006. 138



Natives adapt to immigration
• Natives experience occupational upgrading and 

specialization, as an adjustment to immigration flows (Foged, 

Peri 2015)

• While immigrants tend to concentrate on manual jobs, 
due to language and cultural limitations, natives leave 

their previous occupations to work on more complex jobs

• This pattern generates improvements in natives’ wages 

and mobility, without negative effects on unemployment 
for unskilled natives
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Immigration policies and natives
• Countries with larger immigrant competition experience a 

move of native workers to more sophisticated skills with 
higher incomes, which require higher education levels 
(Cattaneo, Fiorio, Peri 2013)

• Natives engage in entrepreneurial activities in response to 
larger immigrant competition

• Open immigration policies tend to generate better career 
opportunities for natives, when combined with flexible 
labor markets (Peri 2014)
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Immigration models
• Models should take into account skills of workers and 

capital to assess the effect of immigration on the wages of 
native workers in the long run
– Reduced-form (e.g., only skills) does not give complete 

information about the wage effect of immigration
– These partial estimates are only the effect of direct competition
– Total wage effect is also determined by indirect complementarities 

among different types of immigrants and natives

• Immigration to the U.S. had a modest negative long-run 
effect on real wages of the least educated natives in 
1990–2006
– Effect was between −2.1% and +1.7%

141Source: Ottaviano, Peri 2012.





Migrants from Honduras, 
hoping to reach the United 
States to seek asylum, run from 
tear gas released by US 
Customs and Border Protection 
near the fence between Mexico 
and the US in Tijuana.

143Source: By Kim Kyung-Hoon/REUTERS; CNN, November 25, 2018 (https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/25/americas/gallery/migrant-border-1125/index.html).



Asylum procedures in the U.S.
• People who request protection at a U.S. entry 

point must be referred to an asylum officer for a 
screening interview

– More than 75% of applicants pass this “credible-fear 
interview”

– Migrant families are likely to be placed on buses to 
Texas, where they will remain in detention centers for 
mothers and children

– Adult men are likely to be detained in any number of 
facilities across the country that hold undocumented 
immigrants

144Source: The New York Times, April 29, 2018 (https://nyti.ms/2FvdiNW).



Immigration judge phase
• If applicant passes the interview, the person must 

then present his or her case before an 
immigration judge
– This process can take several months or longer
– Migrants often are allowed to travel to the interior of 

the country
– They stay with relatives or friends while their cases run 

their course
– They are typically fitted with ankle monitors
– In recent months, migrant advocates say, the federal 

administration has kept many migrants seeking asylum 
in detention

145Source: The New York Times, April 29, 2018 (https://nyti.ms/2FvdiNW).



Asylum denial rates in the U.S.

146Source: TRAC Immigration (http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/448/).



Asylum denial rates by representation

147Source: TRAC Immigration (http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/448/).

• Having an attorney continued to be almost a necessity for winning 
asylum in Immigration Court



Changes in asylum seekers
(FY2005–FY2010) vs. (FY2011–FY2016)

148Source: TRAC Immigration (http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/448/).



Asylum denial rates for
top ten nationalities, 2011–2016

149Source: TRAC Immigration (http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/448/).





Syrian refugee crisis
• Since the Syrian civil war began in March 2011 (UNOCHA 2018)

– Over 6.1 million people have been internally displaced
– 5.6 million Syrians have fled the country, as of February 2018

• By March 2018, the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates the number of refugees 
and asylum seekers to be almost (UNHCR 2018b)

– 3.6 million in Turkey
– 1 million in Lebanon
– 700,000 in Jordan
– 250,000 in Iraq
– 130,000 in Egypt
– 35,000 in other North African countries.

• Out of this total group of Syrian refugees, close to 1 
million have requested asylum in different countries within 
the European Union (EUI 2016)
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Current response to the crisis
• The response to the refugee crisis has focused 

largely on providing humanitarian assistance for 
refugees
– International aid response has failed to keep up with 

the rising need of Syrian refugees (MSF 2013; OXFAM 2016b)

• The Syrian conflict has already lasted for more 
than seven years
– There is no short-term solution in sight
– A strategy that addresses the evolving long-term 

issues of refugees in their host countries is needed
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Severity of refugee situation
• UNHCR indicates that the severity of the refugee 

situation is defined by (UNHCR 2004)

– Displacement duration
– Daily life conditions
– Socioeconomic integration of refugees in the host 

country

• Therefore, it is imperative that host countries 
establish a long-term strategy that helps integrate 
refugees into their economies and societies
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European response
• Some improvements have been made, but the 

Europe’s admission of Syrian refugees remains 
low

• Greece and Bulgaria are the closest and most 
accessible to refugees
– Allegations of forced removal and mistreatment

• UK response has been to contain the crisis in 
Syria and to make minimal efforts to increase 
admission

• Containment of crisis to Syrian region is unviable
– Neighboring countries are overwhelmed
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EU-Turkey agreement
(March 18, 2016)

• New irregular migrants will be returned to Turkey
• For every Syrian returned to Turkey from Greece, 

another Syrian will be resettled from Turkey to EU
• Turkey will prevent new routes of irregular migration
• EU will increase resettlement of refugees residing in 

Turkey
• Accelerate visa liberalization for Turkish citizens to 

EU
• Financial support for Turkey’s refugee population
• €3 billion in 2016 and another €3 billion by 2018
• Improve humanitarian conditions inside Syria
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Criticism of EU-Turkey agreement
• Agreement violates long-standing international 

prohibitions on collective expulsion

• Leaders changed the discourse of large-scale 
mechanism to send back irregular migrants

• Current speech indicates the need to implement 
a process that respects individual asylum rights

• Governments hope that message about 
agreement will deter arrivals without having to 
test its legality
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Data on refugees
• UNHCR refugee registration database and household 

surveys
• UNHCR MENA Region
• UNHCR Data for Jordan
• UNICEF Jordan
• World Bank MENA Region team
• Oxfam: livelihoods of Syrian refugees in Lebanon
• Norwegian Refugee Council and Harvard Law School
• Syrian Refugee Health Access Survey in Jordan, 

Lebanon
• IMF, The Refugee Surge in Europe: Economic Challenges
• REACH - Informing more Effective Humanitarian Action
• United Nations Data
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Data on natives and others
• Surveys from European Foundation (Eurofound)

– 2004–2013 European Company Survey

– 2003–2012 European Quality of Life Survey

– 1990–2015 European Working Conditions Survey

• European Social Survey (since 2001, every 2 years)

• Eurostat of the European Commission

• 2015 Jordanian Population Census

• Migrant Integration Policy Index (MIPEX) Database

• OECD Migration Database

• World Bank Migration and remittances data

• Global Attitudes Surveys
158
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Figure 2. The European Refugee Surge in Perspective 
Asylum applications have reached levels seen during 

the conflict in the former Yugoslavia 
The number of refugees living in European countries 

now is still low compared to the 1990s 

 

 

 

Europe received 32 percent of worldwide asylum 
applications in 2014. 

 
Of about 14 million refugees worldwide, only 1 million 

live in the EU 
 

The refugee share of the population varies across EU 
countries, but is relatively low 

 
The number of refugees to income ratios are among the 

lowest globally in most EU countries 
 

Sources: Eurostat, UNHCR, and IMF staff calculations. 
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Figure 2. The European Refugee Surge in Perspective 
Asylum applications have reached levels seen during 

the conflict in the former Yugoslavia 
The number of refugees living in European countries 

now is still low compared to the 1990s 

 

 

 

Europe received 32 percent of worldwide asylum 
applications in 2014. 

 
Of about 14 million refugees worldwide, only 1 million 

live in the EU 
 

The refugee share of the population varies across EU 
countries, but is relatively low 

 
The number of refugees to income ratios are among the 

lowest globally in most EU countries 
 

Sources: Eurostat, UNHCR, and IMF staff calculations. 
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Asylum-seeking individuals

161Source: UNHCR – Population Statistics Reference Database.
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Refugees departed for resettlement

162Source: UNHCR – http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/resettlement-data.html.
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Resettlement can be an important option for refugees, since they can be 
transferred from an asylum country to another country that approves to 
host them, and where they might get settled permanently (UNHCR, 2018a)



Syrian refugees departed for resettlement

163Source: UNHCR – http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/resettlement-data.html.

Number of Syrian refugees resettled to countries above is smaller than 
refugees living in the region (e.g., Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Egypt) 
and those who fled but do not have a formal refugee status (Ostrand, 2015)
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Previous recommendations
• Europe should implement a comprehensive plan 

of action built on existing laws and policies (Orchard et 
al. 2014)

– Activate a regional humanitarian admission and 
temporary protection regime

– Expand resettlement programs
– Develop alternative legal routes for refugees
– Combat anti-immigrant sentiment...
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165Source: Global Attitudes Survey.



166Source: Migration Integration Policy Index (MIPEX) – http://www.mipex.eu.
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Economic aspects of refugees
• Short-term macroeconomic effects

– Modest increase in GDP growth

– Expansion in labor supply

– Concentrated in Germany, Sweden, Austria

• Medium and long-term growth
– Lower employment rate and wages than natives, but 

effects diminish over time

– Depends on refugee integration into labor market
• Language

• Transferable job qualifications

• Barriers to job search

• Legal work constraints during asylum application

167Source: Aiyar et al. 2016.
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168Source: European Social Survey (ESS).



EU Regional Trust Fund
• EU is the leading donor in the international response 

to the Syrian crisis with over €6.1 billion (by 2016)

• Trust Fund addresses longer term resilience needs of 
Syrian refugees in Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey, and Iraq

• Provide education, training, health care, water, 
sanitation, hygiene, infrastructure, economic recovery

• Incentivize work permits in neighboring countries

• Implementation of a trade initiative to apply lower 
taxes for manufactured products exported to EU

• World Bank is also providing interest-free loans
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Policies to integrate refugees
• Minimize restrictions on working
• Wage subsidies to private employers

• Temporary exceptions to minimum wages
• Ease self-employment (access to credit)
• Facilitate skill recognition
• Reduce restrictions on geographical mobility
• Adverse effects on wages and employment of natives 

are limited and temporary
• If refugees work, they pay taxes and contribute to 

social security, offsetting effects of population aging

170Source: Aiyar et al. 2016.
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